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Abstract:  
 
The multifaceted, queer relationships and social networks that underpinned the POOL           
Group are fascinating and continue to attract critical attention. The publishing and film             
group was formed in 1926 by Bryher (Annie Winifred Ellerman), her lover, close friend              
and imagist poet H.D. (Hilda Doolittle) and the Scottish film-critic Kenneth Macpherson.            
Macpherson and Bryher were engaged in what critics refer to as a “marriage of              
convenience”, to obscure Bryher’s lesbianism from her parents, thus maintaining          
independence from her family. However, their partnership is characterised not only by            
multiple, dynamic, intellectual and artistic outputs (the couple founded the film journal            
Close Up, published books and produced their own avant-garde films), but also by             
intense affection. The correspondence between Bryher and Macpherson is peppered          
with fond nicknames that result in a queer, coded language where Macpherson is ‘big              
dog’, Bryher is ‘small dog’ and H.D. is ‘Kat’. Critics also believe H.D. had a brief affair with                  
Macpherson, forming a blurry love triangle where Bryher and Macpherson would even            
go onto adopt H.D.’s daughter Perdita in 1927. These biographical fragments give a             
small insight into the complex layers of intimacy (both romantic and platonic) that gave              
birth to POOL. The main media output Close Up ceased publication in 1933 when              
Macpherson abandoned their communal home in rural Switzerland (interestingly         
named “Kenwin”, a neologism combining the first two syllables of Bryher and            
Macpherson’s names) sets off for America with his lover and close friend Norman             
Douglas.  
 
Unpicking the collaborative network, this paper explores some of the fictional works of             
Robert Herring, a POOL “satellite” and prolific contributor to Close Up to question ideas              
of parody, imitation and intimacy through looking at similarities and textual queerness            
between his 1934 novel Cactus Coast (interestingly written after a holiday in Italy with              
Bryher and Macpherson), and Douglas’s 1917 novel South Wind.  
 
POOL was an international endeavour, with various correspondents, contributors and          
affiliates of Close Up in New York, Berlin, Paris, Vienna, London and Moscow that              
worked in a variety of vocations. Spanning spatial and conceptual boundaries, POOL is             
thus exposed as a pulsing, productive and collaborative network. I hope to reconsider             
previous scholarly work on the POOL Group that often depicts Close Up as part of an                
esoteric avant-gardism that distances itself from the commercial or ‘low’, and often            
discusses POOL as a closed unit of three literary intellectuals (Macpherson, H.D. and             
Bryher).  
 
Examining the linkages and affiliations that both comprise, drive and sustain the POOL             
Group, I argue that this creative, interdisciplinary, avant-garde cohort is galvanised by a             
queer intimacy that confounds boundaries between people, industries and culture          
divides. 
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